
Piscifun PF1400 Reels Spare Parts

Reel Features:
 Magnetic Brake System
 13+1BB Noise Free high quality shielded deep-race corrosion resistant ball bearings.
 Carbon Fiber Drag
 Max Drag 12LB
 Graphite Body and Quick Removing Side Cover
 Precision Machined Brass Gear
 Soft-touch, flat-sided, and durable EVA handle knobs are over-sized and slip resistant
 Ceramic Insert Line Guide, smooth and durable
 CNC Machined Aluminum Spool.
 One Way Clutch System.
 Precision & Fine Machined Copper Rotor Gear, C3604 Material Imported from Japan.

How to use the baitcasting reel properly
Line Choices
The best fishing line for learning how to cast baitcasting gear is monofilament. Starting out with
fluorocarbon or braid is only going to add to your frustrations.

Setting Spool Tension
The tension knob is the small dial on the side plate, usually on the same side as the handle and
drag star. Getting this set up the right way is the first step to setting up a baitcasting reel for
smooth casting.
First, hold the rod up at 2 o’clock and reel your lure up until there is 8-12 inches of line out. Now
turn up (tighten) the tension knob so you feel some light pressure. Then push the thumb bar and



let the lure go. Your lure should be dropping very slowly, or not at all. Then you slowly release the
pressure on the tension knob until the lure starts to fall on its own. Reel up and do it again until
your lure can fall slowly to the ground in 2 or 3 seconds time. When the tension is set properly,
you should not be getting any line overruns when the lure hits the ground.

You will need to repeat this process each time you go to change baits. It makes sense that a 1/2oz
spinner bait will need tighter tension control than a 1/4oz jig. It only takes a second to make this
adjustment once you practice a few times.

Brake System Adjustments
Magnetic brakes are a little easier to understand and adjust. This brake system uses a dial on the
outside of the reel side plate to adjust the brake strength. The dial can read MIN and MAX, 1 to 10.
the higher the setting, the more braking will be enabled on your cast. Beginner bass fishermen can
start high, like from 70 to 80%. After a lot of practice you be dialing this back to 20 or 30%.

Setting the Drag
Setting the drag on a baitcasting reel is extremely simple. There is a big star shaped dial
sandwiched between the reel handle and the reel body. Turn this star forward to tighten the drag,
and toward you to loosen. You want the drag to be tight enough that it won’t slip on the hookset,
and not so tight that it won’t give at all. Just give the line a tug and slowly click the star wheel
down until the line takes good effort to pull off the spool.

How to Make Adjustments
Now that you have the basics down, it’s time to make some test casts. Check that your spool
tension and brakes are set the way we just talked about. Now make a few easy casts and feel what
the reel is doing. Increase the strength of your casts as you become more comfortable with it.

The distance might disappoint you at first, but you shouldn’t be getting any backlashes. Next you
will slowly back off the brakes and continue practicing thumbing the spool. As you get better you
can lower the brakes and make some long casts look easy.

One final tip is to turn up your brakes if it’s windy. Firing a hard cast into the wind without
properly set brakes or an expert thumb is recipe for a huge backlash. Don’t say I didn’t warn you!
Turn up the braking and try roll casts to reduce the chance of an overrun in the wind. Keep
practicing and you will be slinging baits with ease before you know it.


